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Abstract
This paper is about Clustering different segments of customers and their patterns of behaviour over different time intervals which are a
very important application for business to maintain Business to Customer (B2C) Relationship. For clustering different segments of customers the input data will be taken from various business organizations like smart retail stores, and other stores. We take the input data
from a particular amount of time like a year's data. All this data will be taken from the organization's databases. It has been observed that
maintaining the old customers generate more profit when compared to attracting new ones. So, Customer retention is the important factor
in our project. The main objective is to identify the elements with high profit and value to group them into different clusters. This will
help to identify the high-value low-risk customers. From the results obtained, we can be able to propose some strategies to the organization that helps in retaining the old customers and improve the profits.
Keywords: Data mining, customer clustering, density varying, high-value low-risk customers.

1. Introduction

2. Existing System

For powerful and beneficial business, reasonable confirmation for
high benefits and generally safe clients and holding those clients
and bring the accompanying level clients to above group is a key
task for business visionaries and showcasing individuals [1,2]. In
the base of clients, promoting individuals firstly should distinguish
client bunch using a numerical strategy and afterward actualize a
productive battle plan to focus on the clients that are gainful. This
procedure meets with numerous issues that are extensive. The
imperative part of the past studies utilized diverse logical models
to section customers without considering the association between
customer group and a campaign programs [3]. Due to progresses
in preparing and information stock stockpiling ranges, huge
associations are loading up the data of gigantic measure and the
standard logical models are difficult to suspect the partitions [4]. A
while later, the information that is useful is more often than not
left untouched, and the more noteworthy points of interest of
enhanced computational and data gathering capacities are simply
recognized in halfway entirety [5]. Along the lines, utilizing
information mining techniques, it is believable to separate
illustrations that are significant and relationship from the customer
data of the affiliation [6]. Information mining procedures like
bunching and affiliation can be used to find critical cases for
future expectation designs. Information mining is the
methodology of isolating supportive information from given
unrefined data.it is generally called learning revelation in
databases. Cluster [7] is a critical information examination that
tries to isolate an accumulation of articles into homogeneous
gatherings which are called groups. In information mining [8]
clusters are arrangement of information with the end goal that the
between group closeness is minimized and intra-group similitude
is augmented for the given information set.

In the existing framework the grouping is performed utilizing
demographic clustering calculation. Demographic grouping is
dissemination based clustering calculation. clusters [9] are
arranged by the esteem appropriations of their individuals.
Demographic information contains numerous clear cut factors.
The mining capacities functions admirably with information sets
that involves this kind of factors. It is an iterative procedure over
the info information [10]. Every information record is perused in a
steady progression. The comparable property of every record with
that of their as of now existing groups is computed. In the event
that the most astounding ascertained similitude is over the given
limit, the record is added to the applicable cluster. These attributes
of the clusters are changed likewise. On the off chance that the
assessed comparability is not over the predefined limit, or if there
is no cluster (which is of the initial case) a group is made that
contains the record alone. Demographic Clustering utilizes [11]
the factual Condorcet measure to keep up the records task to
groups and for making new clusters. The Condorcet basis valuates
how each found bunch is homogeneous (in that the records it
contains are comparative) and how they found groups are
heterogeneous among one other. The iterative technique of
discovering groups stops after two or above goes among the info
information if the change of bunching result as per the predefined
foundation does not demonstrate another pass [12]. The client
information that needs to isolate into fragments construct
shareholder esteem in light of factors as
1.
2.
3.
4.

Current client productivity
Measure of hazard
Measure of the lifetime esteem
Maintenance likelihood

Demographic clustering algorithm is utilized to group the clients
in the past case. There are two stages in grouping process. In first
stage, the information is gathered from the association retail brilCopyright © 2018 Authors. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits unrestricted
use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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liant store and after that the information purging is performed. It
includes expelling the clamor. The deficient information, missing
information and immaterial information are expelled and designed
by required configuration [13]. In second stage, the groups are
created and profiled to recognize most ideal clusters. The era of
cluster is performed utilizing demographic grouping strategy with
info parameters as: Regency, Add up to client benefit , Add up to
client income , Best income Department. The following stride in
the clustering procedure is to profile the groups by executing SQL
inquiries [14]. The reason for profiling is to assess the potential
business estimation of every group quantitatively. By profiling the
total estimations of the shareholder are clustered by factors. The
outcome got in the wake of profiling will decide the best group
among all clusters shaped. Distinctive techniques are actualized in
view of got estimation of the groups. The information is initially
removed from the databases and level documents and changed
over into level records. In this manner, the records are handled.
The whole yield information set would have client data attached to
the end of every record. From the got result, it is conceivable to
determine some abnormal state business methodologies. The
group containing, clients who have higher income per individual
than of different bunches is delegated High esteem cluster. The
bunch which has high income and high cost can be delegated Medium esteem. The clusters which have low income, minimal effort
are named Low esteem. The clusters which have low income, high
cost are delegated Negative esteem. Some conceivable systems
can be incorporated are:
1.

A retention or maintenance system for best clients.

2.

Cross offering system can be installed between high
esteem and medium esteem groups since they are close
in value.

3.

The cluster with low esteem all in all seems, by all
accounts, to be a gathering of new clients for which the
information gathered is not satisfactory to choose the
practices they may appear.

4.

Group with negative esteem gives off an impression of
being the recognizably awful group, with a low income
rate.

discover discretionary molded groups and it additionally lessens
single connection effect.it can likewise recognize bunches in
changing thickness areas of high dimensional information. Not at
all like demographic grouping does the proposed calculation not
require absolute factors. It requires just two parameters and for the
most part uncaring to the requesting of the databases. It is
impervious to clamor and can deal with groups of different shapes
and sizes. So we are attempting to perform client grouping
utilizing LDD-DBSCAN calculation. For executing the clustering
methodology [17], we are taking the guide of ''Rapid Miner
datamining tool”. With the assistance of this tool we are
attempting to handle the given information set and cluster into
different groups as for ldd-dbscan calculation. The technique we
take after is made out of three stages. These stages are executed in
three modules that are Pre-Processing (Cleaning) [18] of
information, Clustering of information and Profiling information.

Limitation: The limitation with demographic clustering is more
categorical variables are to be defined.

3. Proposed System
In the present paper, rather than utilizing demographic clustering
algorithm we will utilize thickness based nearby thickness contrast
dbscan (LDD-DBSCAN) grouping calculation. It can discover
self-assertive molded bunches and it likewise decreases single
connection effect.it can likewise recognize groups in differing
thickness locales of high dimensional information. Dissimilar to
demographic bunching the proposed calculation does not require
all out factors. It requires just two parameters and for the most part
cold hearted to the requesting of the databases [15]. It is impervious to commotion and can deal with groups of different shapes
and sizes not at all like dbscan clustering algorithm. So we are
attempting to perform client cluster utilizing LDD-DBSCAN calculation. For executing the grouping method, we are taking the
guide of 'Fast digger' information mining instrument. With the
assistance of this instrument we are attempting to prepare the given information set and group into different clusters as for ldddbscan algorithm [16].

Figure 1: Clustering the Customer Data

4.1. Data Cleaning
From the data that is collected from the stores we need to perform
some data processing operations on it like invalid data cleaning.
Data cleaning removes the unnecessary records like outliers,
missing values, and redundant data. Sometimes this irrelevant data
occurs due to human typographical errors or system errors, i.e.
entering the same data twice etc. So, in order to remove this
irrelevant data either we remove the data or replace the missing
data [19]. After cleaning the data, we need to perform the
clustering to find the hidden information about the high profit low
risk customers from the data.
Data cleaning majorly consists of three different tasks:
1. Fill in missing values:

4. Description

1.

In the present paper, rather than utilizing demographic clustering
algorithm we will utilize thickness based neighborhood thickness
contrast dbscan (LDD-DBSCAN) clustering algorithm. It can

2.

Ignore the tuple: it is usually done when class label
missing.
Use the attribute mean to fill in the missing value.

2. Identify outliers and smooth out noisy data:
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1.
2.
3.
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Binning
Clustering: group values in clusters and then detect and
remove outliers.
Regression: It is done by smoothing and fitting the data
into regression functions.

3. Correct inconsistent data:
1.

Use of domain knowledge or seeking expert decision.

4.2. Clustering
After the data undergoes cleaning it then is sent for the clustering
operation. The data is clustered by ldd-dbscan algorithm:
Let us consider a sample data set D on which we have to perform
clustering.

The Fig.1: data set before clustering

Algorithm:
Step1:

First all the objects in the dataset are unclustered.
For every unclustered object or element i.e. Ob
€D
step3:
If this unclustered object has minimum points
in its ἐ radius, then it is a core point
step4:
Assign a Cluster ID to this new core object Ob
step5:
Put this specified object into a Queue
While Queue is not empty
Get the top element of the Queue i.e. b
step8:
Calculate Relative Density,
R= {a € D | dist (b, a) <= ἐ}
Step9: For every object a € R
If ‘a’ is an unclustered object and its relative density is similar to that of core object.
Then insert the unclustered object into the Queue
If a is not known or is named as noise
Step10: Then generate a new Cluster ID to the object a
Step11: End for loop
End while loop
Else name Ob as noise
End for loop

4.3. Data Profiling
Data profiling is the process of examining the data available in an
existing data source (e.g. a database or a file) and collecting statistics and information about that data. The insight gained by data
profiling can be utilized to determine how difficult it will be to use
existing data for different purposes. It can likewise be utilized to
give measurements to evaluate data quality and figure out if or not
metadata precisely portrays the source information. After the clustering process the clusters are profiled and accordingly the strategies are given [20].

5. Results and Discussions:
Java is used as a language to implement the algorithm with the
help of rapid miner. The performance of the above algorithm is
evaluated by using a 2-Dimensional synthetic dataset of a online
retail data set. The dataset contains 1000 objects in 2Dimensional plane. The experiments are done using different
values of parameters. The below figures shows cluster formed
by LDD- DBSCAN algorithm by for the values of ε = 0.5, μ =20.
It is able to handle the density variations that exist within the
cluster.

Fig.2: LDD-DBSCAN algorithm for cluster generation

6. Conclusion
We used Rapid Miner tool to segment the high profit and low
risk customers who contribute for maximum profits of the
company using one of the Data Mining technique called
Clustering. We used retail store data in order to cluster the
customers. The solution we proposed was able to cluster the high
values customers even for varying densities. By finding out the
high value and low risk customers we can be able to suggest
different strategies to maintain the high value customers and as
well move the customers of low value to high value which helps
in improving the company profits.
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